Correction

Correction to: Evaluation of biochemical assays and optimization of LC–MS-MS analysis for the detection of synthetic urine

This is a correction to: Laura Franke, Christian Fuczik, Michael Hubig, Frank T Peters, Dirk K Wissenbach, Evaluation of biochemical assays and optimization of LC–MS-MS analysis for the detection of synthetic urine, Journal of Analytical Toxicology, 2023; bkad082, https://doi.org/10.1093/jat/bkad082
In the originally published version of this manuscript, due to an error made by the Publisher during the production process, Table I was omitted and an incorrect table published in its place.
In addition, in the supplementary data section, supplementary files were incorrectly labelled.
The Publisher apologizes for these errors, which have now been corrected.